Open Swiss Solving Championship
SLM 2017
Saturday, 9 September 2017 at 12:30
in BERN

Tournament Venue:
Campus Muristalden, house Trigon
Corner Muristrasse / Seminarstrasse
Bus no. 12 in direction of
Zentrum Paul Klee until Bern, Liebegg

Tournament Director:
Franziska Iseli
Choice of problems & Controlling:
Axel Steinbrink

Category A:
6 rounds with 12 problems:
1. 2 Twomovers in 15 minutes
2. 2 Threemovers in 40 minutes
3. 2 Endgame studies in 65 minutes
4. 2 Selfmates in 30 minutes
5. 2 Moremovers in 55 minutes
6. 2 Helpmates in 30 minutes

Titles: The best ranked solver with Swiss civil right or domicile in Switzerland with at least residence permit C will get the title **Swiss Solving Champion**.
Furthermore, the tournament has been registered for the [World Solving Cup](https://www.worldsolvingcup.org/).

Category B: Number of registrations determines implementation,
Modus like Category A, but with easier conventional problems

Prizes: Money prizes for the best ranked solvers of Category A,
Book prizes for all other participants

Participation: at no charge
Registration: please specify if you need a chess board and if you join for the dinner
latest by 2 September 2017 to: SLM@kunstschach.ch
Bitte im Turnierlokal nicht essen!

Please no eating in the solving room!